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REMOTE  TYPE  BOILER  WATER  LEVEL  GAUGES    25 WO  

 

 

 

           

 

          Operating and technical data 

Maximum permissible operating temperature TS = 225º C 

Maximum permissible operating pressure PS = 25 bar 

Distance between nozzles 400 mm 

Range of indication  125 mm 

Range of indication flanged 

Lightning 1 bulbs  24 V  , 60 W 

 

  

    Technical  description 
 

 

         

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
                     

Additional information  

Product meets requirements of Directive 97/23/WE/PED/. 

Acceptance tests : PN-EN 12266-1, leak tightness of the cut-off units – class B 
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       These water level gauges operate on the principle of U-tube. The ends of the tube are connect-

ed with water and steam spaces of a drum. The indicator is lighted with bulbs situated behind. 

 Actual ups and downs of water level in a boiler drum results in ups and downs of the liquid in the 

indicator tube. The indication is reduced about twice. The pressure difference of water columns in 

the both branches of the U-tube results in changes of the indication liquid. 

 

    Maximum permissible operating temperature 

equals to saturation temperature at operating 

pressure. The water level gauges have flanged 

end connections. 

 

    There are 2 protecting stop valves in the upper 

part of the gauge indicator. They are equipped with 

special bbaallll  ttyyppee  ssaaffeettyy  ddeevviiccee in case of gauge 

glass rupture. 

    The indicator is fixed on steel plate and covered 

with a shield. The shield has organic glass ena-

bling safe checking of indications. 

  

The drawing number of water level      

gauge 25 WO is: 141.030.01 
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Weight : 32 kg 


